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Excerpts form my chapter: Challenging wisdom, changing policies: the women in development movement   

Women=s Ayellow pages@ listed nearly three hundred women=s groups in Washington, D.C. in the early 1970s, more than in any other city in the world. The ferment stirred up by the second wave of the women=s movement brought together professional women into a myriad of new organizations and networks. We felt empowered. During those halcyon days, equality of women under the law moved closer to reality. The women=s movement spread throughout the U.S. as states, and some cities, set up their own commissions on the status of women. Press coverage of women=s events, which began as derisive, became more sympathetic and soon even the international press was reporting about the accomplishments of the newly energized women=s movement.

During much of this time, I was teaching comparative government at two predominantly black colleges, Howard University and Federal City College (now the University of the District of Columbia) and managing my household of three young children and their father with considerable help from my mother-in-law. Choosing to work in these institutions reflected my commitment to civil rights, but also the limited opportunities for women in university departments of political science. The ingrained prejudices my colleagues endured forced me to examine my own status of white educated female and to understand both the privileges and limitations of that background. While the black bourgeoisie welcomed me, the black nationalists made it clear that I had no place in their revolution. 

I needed to update my international skills… So in 1972, I returned to Indonesia to investigate the rapid urbanization and the explosion of squatter settlements.  While in Jakarta, I was asked to talk about the U.S. women=s movement. In order to set our change in context, I needed to relate it to women in Indonesia…  What I learned was that independence had brought a period of expanding opportunities for women..  [but development projects were] exporting the same belief system [of male privilege] we women at home were trying to change!..  This realization, that development was having an adverse impact on women, has shaped my life ever since. Indeed, this movement called Women in Development (WID) brought together strands of my life into a single focus: my predilection to organize friends for a purpose, my conviction all that people are equal, my belief that ideas could influence actions, and my curiosity about the world.

Lack of international courses at Radcliffe College/Harvard University led me to study for my doctorate at the London School of Economics… The international atmosphere in London was intoxicating; my lack of knowledge about the non-western world was palpable… Why not study how the British institutions functioned in India? For a year I immersed myself in Indian history and politics while arranging, with two colleagues, to drive a tiny Ford Anglia to New Delhi across the Middle East in order to experience life in those countries. The atmosphere in the countries uncannily reflects many contemporary crises: unrest in Macedonia, tension in Jerusalem, international fights over oil, a nationalist government in Iran, and fighters on the streets of Kabul where we found the only paved roads in that underdeveloped country. 

In India, I studied the great democratic experience of their first general elections. Running low on money, I began looking for a job, but instead found a husband, Millidge Walker, who was working at the U.S. embassy. In the summer of 1953 we returned to London via Africa.   We drove the same car from New York City to Berkeley in 1954: I worked at the Modern India Project while Mil did course work for his PhD.  We then spent two years in Indonesia doing research.  Never did I consider the issues of women until 1972!

Back in Washington, I started organizing women to challenge the US Development policies, testifying before Congress, and providing data to propel new legislation in 1973.  Plans for the first UN Conference on Women were beginning, and we inserted the issue of women in international development into its planning.  As the..  first director of International Science at the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and with the influential support of Margaret Mead, then chair of the AAAS Board, I convened A Seminar on Women in Development in Mexico City the week before the 1975 UN Conference for Women.

The impact of the seminar was immediate. Background papers and workshop reports were distributed at both the official UN conference and the NGO Tribune. Ten of the participants were on official delegations while over thirty gave presentations at the Tribune. Several recommendations of the workshops were incorporated in the World Plan of Action, the official document of the conference. 

Data was essential to support policy demands.  I co-founded the Wellesley Center for Research on Women as a source for US studies, then spun off an International Center for Research on Women to provide a home for international investigation.  After a stint as Assistant Director at ACTION as a presidential appointee under President Carter, I founded the Equity Policy Center.  My model this time was to work with governments to implement policies for women.

EPOC’s most influential action- research project concerned Street Foods: who makes, sells, and eats food on the streets in developing countries.  We established that over 90% of the vendors in Nigeria and Thailand were women. … In contrast, in Bangladesh few women were seen on the streets, but because women assisted their husbands in producing the street foods, we concluded that women were in involved in 36% of the enterprises. The cooperation within the family was significant in Asia and Egypt, something we had not expected to find; this contrasted with the tradition of separate budgets in the African countries. 

The policy implications of the study were immense. Our data underscored the importance of street foods in the economies of the cities as well as to the diet of the people; trying to get rid of vendors simply was not possible. The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), which had been advising governments to crack down on vendors unless they met impossibly high health standards, switched its approach to one of working with the vendors, educating and organizing them. Municipal officials were amazed at the economic value of the enterprises and rethought their adversarial position; some set up areas for vendors replete with clean water; the major source of contamination of foods came from poorly washed plates and utensils. The street food study also challenged much of the conventional wisdom concerning the informal sector. 

As funding for WID research diminished during the Reagan administration, I returned to the university to teach and write, translating my new understanding of development and women into academic terms. Academia lags well behind the development community in its incorporation of women=s perspectives into all aspects of research and planning. It is for this audience that I continue to write about the differential approaches of women and men toward values, goals, and livelihood. Much needs to be done by activists and practitioners as well as scholars if gender equity is to be achieved. Still our generation filled the glass at least half full.

